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Travel mode choice problem

� The travel mode choice is a pattern recognition problem
(supervised learning), in which several variables (e.g.,
human characteristics and geographical patterns) explain
the choices among the modes (private car, bus, train, bike
or foot). We assess models and estimation procedures by
the quality of the prediction based on them.

� We apply ENN for predicting the travel mode.

� The modes considered are private car, public transport 
(bus or train) and soft mode (walking or cycling).



Literature Review



Cross-validation

� The standard way of assessing the quality of prediction is by splitting
the sample into a learning and a testing dataset, denoted by L and T.
The model is fitted on L and its performance is evaluated by
comparing the fit with the observed values onT.

� In cross-validation, the sample is split into K subsamples, and a
random subset of these subsamples forms L and the remainder
forms T. Several random splits L and T are drawn, and prediction is
evaluated on each pair L–T.

� We denote this method by L–T(K;R), where K is the number of
subsets (folds) and R the number of replications. The standard
approach is L–T(2,1); L–T(1,1) corresponds to learning and
assessment on the entire dataset, without splitting it. For validation
purposes, our cross validation technique uses(L–T(K;R), with K = 10
and R =100).



Daily mobility in Luxembourg



Car-ownership data



Modal share



Subset variable selection

We applied backward selection algorithm [39], for subset variable selection. a 
subset of 10 variables is selected which is considered as the most important 
variables.



Evidential neural network

� The prediction of the travel mode from explanatory
variables is a nonlinear regression problem, because we
use the logit link for multinomial outcomes and fit models
by generalized least squares.

� The most widely used ANN model is multilayer
perceptron network (MLP). We apply ENN with one
hidden layer of softmax units trained by minimization of
the mean squared error function. This approach is known
to provide estimates of the conditional average of the
output variable (here, the travel mode choice) given the
observed values of the input variables.



ENN architecture

1 input layer,  1 hidden layer with h = 12 hidden units and 1 output layer



Success rate

The number of units in the hidden layer is found by comparing the rates of
correct prediction for several numbers h. Using this basis, the optimal
choice of h = 12 is highlighted



Case Study
� We use data from the Socio-economic Panel Survey Liewen zu
Letzebuerg (PSELL-3). This survey was launched in 2003 with a
representative sample of the resident population in Luxembourg.

� The sample size of the survey is around 3500 households (9500
individuals), which allows estimation of social, demographic and
economic indicators for the whole population.

� The Survey is carried out annually by the International Network for
Studies in Technology, Environment, Alternatives and Development
(CEPS/INSTEAD) in collaboration with the Luxembourg Statistical
Office (STATEC). It forms the Luxembourg’s contribution to the
European Union Statistics on Income and Living Conditions (EU-
SILC).

� For more details of PSELL-3, see www.ceps.lu/vivre.



Data source and variables

The dataset extracted from the PSELL-3 database is composed
of 3949 observations, 14 variables





Geographical information



Input and Output Variables

� The input variables are classified to the following groups
(dimensions).
� C: cost

� D: income, age, gender, nationality, type of household, education

� T: car ownership, number of bus stops and train stations in the
municipality of residence

� G: region of residence and area type of work place

� The outcome variable is the travel mode; it has three
categories, private car, public transport (PT) and soft
mode. We combine walking and cycling mode because
their frequency is only 9%;



ENN Model Results

The observed composition of the modes is (73:7; 16:5; 9:8)%. 

The result from one replication by splitting the overall sample S to 
subsamples L and T is given below:



Predictions – ternary plot

Each individual is represented by a point. Vertices C1, C2 and C3 correspond to
certainty that the individual belongs to the respective component 1 (car), 2 (pt) and 3
(soft).



Confusion matrix and success rates

R programming language

Each learning algorithm was run 100 times in each configuration.



Average test error rates and standard 

deviations
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